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Antimony trisulfide (Sb2S3) thin films were deposited onto glass substrates by thermal  
vacuum evaporation. The film structure was studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The 
films deposited at substrate temperature, Ts=300 K, are amorphous. The fi lms with stable 
polycrystalline structure can be obtained if subjected, after deposition, to a heat treatment, 
consisting of several heating/cooling cycles. The sequence of grain growth was found to 
begin with lognormal grain size distribution. The mechanism of electrical conduction is 
discussed in terms of Seto`s model for polycrystalline semiconducting films. The values of 
thermal activation energy of electrical conduction have been determined from the 

)T/(fln 310=σ  curves. 
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 1. Introduction 

 
 Antimony trisulfide (Sb2S3) attracted the interest of researchers due to their application in 
the electronic devices, especially in photoconductive target material in television cameras, 
microwave devices, switching devices and various optoelectronic devices [1-6]. The use the Sb2S3 
thin films in Schottky barrier solar cells of Pt- Sb2S3 and n-Sb2S3/p-Ge structures with conversion 
efficiencies of 5.5 and 7.3 % respectively, has been reported [7,8]. 
 In the last years, a variety of methods have been employed for the growth of high-quality 
Sb2S3 thin films, such as chemical bath deposition in non-aqueous [9] and aqueous media [7,10,11], 
spray pyrolysis [12,13], flash evaporation [14] and vacuum evaporation [15-18] 
 The determination of the electronic parameters of semiconducting thin films is essential in 
testing their suitability. The basic requirements of a good thin film photoelectrode are low resistivity 
and a large grain size. The large grain size leads to the reduction of the grain boundary area of thin 
films with important consequences on efficient energy conversion [19]. The low resistivity of 
photoelectrode is required to minimize the series resistance of the cell [20]. 
 In a series of previous papers [21,22], we have studied some structural and optical properties 
of Sb2S3 thin fi lms prepared by thermal vacuum evaporation technique. In this paper we extended 
these investigations by studying the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity on the 
film thickness and post-deposition heat treatment. The temperature dependence of the electrical 
conductivity in Sb2S3 thin films is explained using a model proposed by Seto [23-26]. 
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 2. Experimental 
 
 Sb2S3 thin films were prepared by direct thermal evaporation of fine-grained powder from a 
quartz crucible with a deposition rate of 2 nms-1 onto optically flat precleaned glass substrates, using 
a coating unit. The vacuum pressure was maintained at 10-5 Torr and the substrates were rotated 
during the deposition process. The source temperature was kept constant 850 K and the source to 
substrate distance was 8 cm. The substrate temperature was maintained at 300 K during the 
deposition. After deposition, the fi lms thickness was determined by an interferometric method [27] 
and for investigated samples ranged between 0.45 and 2.35 µm. The films structure was examined 
by X-ray di ffraction (XRD) technique and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The surface 
morphology of the films was examined using a Philips SEM 515 scanning electron microscope, 
operated at 30 kV. 
 The electrical conductivity measurements were carried out using aluminium electrodes that 
form ohmic contact with Sb2S3 [16] and deposited by thermal evaporation under vacuum of 10-5 Torr 
before the deposition of Sb2S3 fi lms. In all experiments the electrodes were speared by a gap of 
about 3 mm and width of each electrode was 10 mm. The area defined was 0.3 cm2. Resistivity of 
the samples was measured by a d.c. two point probe method in the temperature range 287 K-487 K, 
using a 6517 A Keithley electrometer. The applied electric fields have intensities (E<102 Vcm-1). 
The experimental arrangements used for the study of temperature dependence of electrical 
conductivity were similar to those described in Ref. [28]. 
 
 
 3. Results and discussion 
 
 The crystallinity of Sb2S3 fi lms was investigated with the XRD [21,22] and electron 
diffraction measurements. As-deposition Sb2S3 thin fi lms shown an amorphous structure but after 
annealing become polycrystalline. The electron diffraction patterns of Sb2S3 thin films, before and 
after heat treatment at 447 K are given in Fig. 1(a) and (1b). The diffraction rings can be indexed to 
an orthorhombic structure. The observed values of interplanar spacing, �

hkd , are inserted in electron 
diffraction pattern in Fig. 1(b). The calculated parameters corresponding to orthorhombic system are 
a=11.126 Å, b=11.305 Å and c=3.891 Å. The results are in good agreement with the standard PDF 
card and the previously reported data for Sb2S3 [11,29,30]. 
 

  

Fig. 1. Electron diffraction patterns of Sb2S3 thin films: (a) as-deposited (b) annealed. 
 
 

 The SEM micrographs of investigated samples after heat treatment are shown in Fig. 2. It is 
clear from the SEM images that the heat treatment leads to completely crystall ized grains. The Sb2S3 
thin films exhibit a grain-like surface morphology.  
 The crystall ite size increases with increasing film thickness. The average size, � , of the 
Sb2S3 crystallites have been calculated from the intercept method [31]: 
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where L is the line length on the micrograph, N is the number of grains crossed by the line, m is the 
micrograph magnification (10000×) and k=1 is the shape parameter, assuming spherical grains [31]. 
 Grain size measurements were made on the basis of SEM images. The histograms grain size 
distribution is shown in Fig. 3(a) and (3b). The line from inserted figures is the best fit lognormal 
function [32,33] 
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where the two fitting parameters are Dm, witch equals the mean grain size and β, witch is the 
standard deviation of Dln . 
 For all the samples, the fitted lognormal distribution is in good agreement with the 
histogram distribution in the whole grain size range. The mean grain size, Dm, and standard 
deviation, β, determined from this method is presented in Table 1. The mean grain size was found to 
increase from 74 nm to 152 nm when the film thickness increases from 0.45 µm to 2.35 µm. 
 

  

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrographs of Sb2S3 thin films: (a) d=0.45 µm (b) d=1.12 µm. 
 
 

   
 

Fig. 3. Grain size distribution of the Sb2S3 thin films: (a) d=0.45 µm, (b) d=1.12 µm. 
 

 The study of the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity during the heat 
treatment may provide valuable information on the processes tacking place in the films. In this 
connection, the shapes of the )T/(fln 310=σ  curves were examined. Experimentall y, it was 
established that the samples with stable structure and reproducible electronic transport can be 
obtained if, after deposition, the respective samples are submitted to a heat treatment, consisting of 
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several heating/cooling cycles (temperature rate was about 5 K/min) within a temperature range  
287-447 K. The shape of the temperature dependences of the electrical conductivity during heat 
treatment depends on the film thickness and preparation conditions. However, some similar 
behaviour aspects were observed for all investigated samples. 

 Typical )T/(fln 310=σ  curve during heat treatment is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) for one of 
studied sample. The respective sample was subjected to two successive heating and cooling cycles in 
the temperature range 287-447 K. An exponential increase of σ with temperature has been observed 
in all temperature range. We suppose that the well-known exponential law can describe the 
temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity [34,35] 
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where σ0 is a parameter depending on the sample characteristics (thickness, structure, etc.), Ea 
denotes the thermal activation energy of electrical conduction, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. 

 

  
Fig. 4. (a) Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity during heat treatment; 
   (b) Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity for heat-treated samples. 

 
 The conduction mechanism in investigated samples can be explained by applying the 
models elaborated for the fi lms with polycrystall ine structure [27,36]. We consider that the Seto’s 
model [23,24] with several modifications proposed by Baccarani et al. [25,26] could explain the 
mechanism of electron transfer in investigated Sb2S3 thin films. 
 The following assumptions were made in this model: (a) the crystallites have similar size 
and shape, � ; (b) only one type of singlevalent trapping states (having concentration Nt and energy 
Et with respect to Fermi level at the interface Ei) is uniformly distributed within crystall ites; (c) the 
traps are initially neutral and become charged by trapping a free carrier; (d) the crystallite boundary 
thickness is negligible with respect to crystallite size; (e) the crystallites are n-type semiconductors 
and donor concentration is ND.  
 According to this model, for a given set of � , Nt and Et there is an impurity concentration 

*
DN  such that, if D

*
D NN >  the crystallites are partially depleted and the expression of electrical 

conductivity can be determined for the following energy domains [25]: 
 1) For energy domain: TkEEE BbtF >>−− , electrical conductivity of films can be 
described by the expression: 
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and the activation energy, Ea, is equal whith the energy barrier at crystallite boundary, Eb, given by 
expression 
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 2) For energy domain TkEEE BFbt >>−+ , the electrical conductivity of fi lms can be 
written as 
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and the activation energy, Ea, is given by 
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where Eg is energy bandgap of Sb2S3 thin films. 
 In the Eqs. (4)-(7) the following notations have been used: e, electron charge; NC, effective 
state density for the conduction band; T, absolute temperature; m*, scalar effective mass of charge 
carriers; εr, low-frequency dielectric constant of crystall ites; n0, electron concentration in neutral 
region of crystallites and EF, Fermi energy. 

 It can be observed from Fig. 4(b) that, the )T/(fln 310=σ  curves for heat-treated samples 
exhibit two linear regions. The first, in the lower temperature range 287-320 K is characterized by 
smaller slope. By assuming that in this temperature range, the expression (4) is valid, from the 
slopes of )T/(fln 310=σ  curves, the values of the energy barrier, Eb, have been calculated for 
respective samples (Table 1). In the higher temperature range 320-447 K, larger slopes characterize 
the curves. In this region the Ea values are close to Eg/2. The values of energy bandgap, Eg, of Sb2S3 
thin films were determined from optical measurements [21,22]. The values of energy of the trapping 
states, Et, have been calculated by taking into account the equation (8). These values are listed in 
Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. Electronic parameters of some investigated Sb2S3 thin films. 
 

Sample d (µm) � (nm) Eb (eV) Ea (eV) Eg (eV) Et (eV) ND (cm-3) Nt (cm-3) 

S1.045 0.45 74 0.232 0.860 2.417 0.348 1.26×1017 1.34×1013 
S2.080 0.80 86 0.156 0.833 1.817 0.048 1.13×1017 1.25×1013 
S3.112 1.12 147 0.141 0.758 1.527 0.005 0.76×1017 1.62×1013 
S4.235 2.35 152 0.123 0.701 1.412 0.005 0.32×1017 0.88×1013 

 
 

 The impurity concentrations ND, have been calculated from the equation (6). The crystalli te 
size was determined by means SEM micrographs and the low-frequency dielectric constant was 
considered to be εr=13.6 for crystalline Sb2S3 [4,37]. By substituting the ND values and σ values 

(estimated at 400 K from )T/(fln 310=σ  curves) into Eq. (7), the values of the Nt were 
calculated. The obtained values for ND and Nt are indicated in Table 1. 
 Generall y, the heating of Sb2S3 thin fi lms affects its structural characteristic and 
consequently, the transport properties of films could be changed. We suggest that the mechanism of 
the electrical conduction in studied samples is influenced by inter-crystalli te boundaries, 
characterized by high resistivity [36]. From SEM micrographs it can be observed that the heat 
treatment determines an increases in the crystallite size, and the thickness of the films increases. In 
these conditions the inter-crystallite domains increases and consequently, the electrical conductivity 
of the films decreases. For the investigated samples, the thermal activation energy of electrical 

conduction, Eb, varied from 0.123 eV to 0.232 eV for the first part of the curves )T/(fln 310=σ  
(Fig. 4) and between 0.701 eV to 0.860 eV for next part, (Ea in Table 1). 
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 4. Conclusions 
 

 Sb2S3 thin films were prepared using the vacuum evaporation technique. Structural 
investigation shows that as-deposited films exhibit an amorphous structure. 
 In order to obtain fi lms with stable structure and reproducible properties all fi lms were 
subjected to a heat treatment consisting of two successive heating/cooling cycles. After heat 
treatment the films become polycrystalline. The obtained results related to the temperature 
dependence of the electrical conductivity are interpreted in terms of Seto’s model  proposed for 
polycrystalline semiconducting films. The impurity concentration and the density of the trapping 
states at the grain boundary have been calculated for investigated samples. The inter-crystall ite 
boundaries of thin films play an important role in the mechanism of electrical conduction. 
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